Anthology Of Spanish Song - Low Voice (The Vocal Library Series)
Synopsis

(Vocal Collection). There has been an urgent need for a large collection of art songs in Spanish for voice studios. Surprisingly, a comprehensive publication on this topic has never existed in the American market. This anthology of 50 songs by 15 composers is sure to become a voice studio staple. The selections include complete song cycles by De Falla, Granados and Obradors. Each song has a historical note about the composer and composition, and there are English translations for study.
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Customer Reviews

The book and CD were just what I was looking for. My first shipment had a damaged CD, but they sent a replacement overnight. I give a high recommendation!!

This was just what my daughter was looking for and from the sounds of it, it’s perfect. I couldn’t be happier.

This is a great book for mezzos and or baritones as it has the standard Spanish literature in lower keys.
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